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S1 Habit classification scheme for PHIPS stereo-images

In the literature of the past few decades, various habit classification schemes for ice crystals and
snowflakes have been proposed. One of the earliest and most comprehensive schemes was presented
by Nakaya and Sekido in 1936 (Nakaya and Sekido, 1936), which categorized snowflakes into seven
main groups with 26 subcategories in total. Kikuchi et al. (2013) proposed a more detailed version
with as many as 121 categories divided into eight main categories. In recent years, Bailey and
Hallett’s habit diagram has gained popularity and is often cited (Bailey and Hallett, 2009).

We use a classification scheme based on Bailey and Hallett’s habit diagram, which distinguishes
between single crystals and polycrystals, with columnar and plate-like subsections, each including
several habits. We have made some modifications to the scheme, such as excluding rarely observed
habits (i.e. spearheads and Gohei twins) and adding frequently observed ones, such as capped
columns and mixed rosettes.

One notable di↵erence between our scheme and Bailey and Hallett’s is that we di↵erentiate
between ice crystal habits and attributes, which can be related to any habit. Attributes such as
hollowness, air inclusions, riming, and aggregation are considered. For example, instead of using
the habit categories hollow column and solid column, we assign the habit column and the attribute
hollow to a hollow column.

To sort the habit classes, we use a tree-like structure, with the main node distinguishing be-
tween single, polycrystals, and graupel. The next level subdivides into plate-like, column-like, and
mixed growth. The leaf nodes are the specific habits, such as plate, sectored plate, skeletal plate,
dendrite, column, needle, bullet, side plane, bullet rosette, needle rosette, capped column, capped
bullet rosette, and mixed rosette. In addition to ice crystal habits, we also classify droplets and
di↵erentiate between frozen and liquid ones. An illustration of this classification scheme is shown
in figure S1.
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Figure S1: manual classification system

Our habit categories cover the classes of ice particles proposed by Kikuchi et al. (2013) as
follows:

• Plate: P1a, P1b, R1b, R2b, G2a, G2b

• Sectored plate: P2a, P2b, P4f, G2c

• Skeletal plate: P1c

• Dendrite: P3a-P3c, P4a-P4e, P4g, R1c, R2c, R2d

• Column: C2a, C2b, C3a-C3d, R1a, R2a, G1a

• Needle: C1a-C1c

• Bullet: C4a-C4c

• Other single crystal: CP6a, G1b, G3a, G3b

• Sideplane: P7a, P7b, CP4c, R1d

• Other poly plate: P6a-P6d, P8b, CP4a, CP4b, CP7a, CP7c, CP7e, CP7g, G4a-G4c

• Bullet rosette: C4d

• Other poly column: C2c, C3e, CP7d
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• Capped column: CP1a-CP1c, CP2a, CP2b

• Capped bullet rosette: CP2c, CP2d

• Mixed rosette: CP7b, CP8b

• Other column-plate-mix: CP3a-CP3f, CP5a, CP6e, CP6f, CP8a, CP8c, CP8d, CP9a-CP9e

• Other polycrystal: CP6a-CP6d, CP6g, CP6h, CP7f, H2a

• Graupel: R3a-R3c, R4a-R4c

Depending on the image quality, crystal size and orientation, classification is done to the level
where it can clearly be determined. When a polycrystal cannot be assigned to a specific habit,
but the growth direction is detectable, it falls into one of the following categories: other poly
plate, other poly column or other column-plate mix. When the growth direction of a polycrystal
is not detectable, it will be classified as other polycrystal. Example PHIPS images of each habits
are displayed in figure S2 to S17. Since not all habits have been sampled during the ACLOUD
campaign, some example images from the CIRRUS at High-Latitude (CIRRUS-HL) campaign,
that took place in 2021, and Investigation of Microphysics and Precipitation for Atlantic Coast-
Threatening Snowstorms (IMPACTS) deployment in 2022.

Figure S2: Plate examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S3: Sectored plate examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign
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Figure S4: Skeletal plate examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S5: Dendrite examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign
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Figure S6: Column examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S7: Needle examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S8: Bullet examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign
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Figure S9: Sideplane examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S10: Other poly plate examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign

Figure S11: Bullet rosette examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign
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Figure S12: Other poly column examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign

Figure S13: Capped column examples, images from the ACLOUD campaign

Figure S14: Capped bullet rosette examples, images from the IMPACTS campaign

Figure S15: Mixed rosette examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign
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Figure S16: Other column-plate-mix examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign

Figure S17: Other polycrystal examples, images from the CIRRUS-HL campaign

In addition to its habit, we assign the following, optional attributes to the PHIPS ice crystal
images:

• Shattering

• Multiple particles

• Aggregate

• Chain aggregate

• Rimed

• Pristine

• Sublimating

• Air inclusion

• Hollow

• Dendritic growth

• Atypical facet angle
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S2 Sensitivity of IWC to di↵erent mass-dimensional relations

Retrieving bulk microphysical properties, like IWC, from measurements of ice crystal size or pro-
jected area requires assumptions on the relationships between the masses and lengths of ice particles.
A general approach in the literature has been to relate the length of an ice crystal to its mass using
the following equation

M(L) = aLb, (S1)

where M(L) is the mass, L length and a, b constants. The constants a and b are usually determined
from measurements of L and M of ice crystals collected at ground sites (e.g. Mitchell et al., 1990)
or from simultaneous measurements of particle size distributions and IWC with total water probe
(e.g. Brown and Francis, 1995; McFarquhar et al., 2007).

The choice of the mass-dimensional (M-D) relation used can significantly impact the estimated
magnitude of IWC. In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the retrieved IWC to the
assumed M-D relation. We consider three M-D relations: the widely used Brown and Francis (1995)
relation (hereafter BF95), McFarquhar et al. (2007) relation (hereafter M07), and the Lawson and
Baker (2006) relation (hereafter LB06). The BF95 relation was obtained in cirrus clouds during
two flights, raising concerns about its applicability to mixed-phase cloud ice crystals. In contrast,
the M07 relation was obtained for mixed-phase clouds during the M-PACE campaign. The LB06
relation is a revision of Mitchell et al.’s (1990) work, in which precipitation ice crystals were collected
and their habits, as well as their length and mass, were determined. The LB06 relation includes
habit-dependent M-D relations, with plates, needles, and rimed needles being the relevant habits
for the clouds measured during ACLOUD.

Figure S18: Comparison of IWC retrieved using BF95 and M07 (blue), LB06 all habits (red), LB06
needles (yellow), LB06 rimed needles (purple) and LB06 hexagonal plates (green). Lines show the
results of linear regression without intercept.
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Figure S18 shows the results of the IWC comparison between BF95 and other M-D relationships.
It can be seen that compared to BF95, M07 and LB06 relations for all habits and hexagonal plates
predict lower IWCs by 40 to 60%. The lowest IWCs (by around 85% compared to BF95) are
predicted by LB06 assuming needles and rimed needles. This highlights the di�culty of retrieving
bulk ice microphysical properties, like mass, from measurements of ice crystal dimensions.

S3 Calculation of averaged cloud vertical profiles

The vertical profiles of liquid and ice phase microphysical properties were measured by sampling
the clouds using horizontal legs at di↵erent altitudes. Typically, three to five di↵erent altitudes
were sampled during one cloud profile. To calculate the average vertical profile, we used 10-second
cloud microphysical observations and divided them into equidistant vertical bins. For each bin, we
calculated the mean and standard deviation. Since the number of vertical altitude bins used for
the calculation of the average profiles was typically larger than the number of horizontal legs, some
altitude bins contain better statistics than others. This is illustrated in Figures S19 to ?? which
show the flight pattern and the 10-second LWC and IWC observations as a function of altitude,
together with the altitude bin limits applied to calculate the mean and standard deviation shown
in Figures 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 12.

Figure S19: Vertical profile performed on 27 May. The first panel shows an illustration of the flight
pattern as a function of latitude, longitude and height. The second panel shows time series of the
altitude (black) and LWC (blue). The third panel shows 10-second average LWC (blue) and IWC
(red) observations as a function of altitude. The grey lines illustrate the altitude bin edges used to
calculate statistics.
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Figure S20: Vertical profile performed on 2 June. The first panel shows an illustration of the flight
pattern as a function of latitude, longitude and height. The second panel shows time series of the
altitude (black) and LWC (blue). The third panel shows 10-second average LWC (blue) and IWC
(red) observations as a function of altitude. The grey lines illustrate the altitude bin edges used to
calculate statistics. The darker lines illustrate the cloud top and base used for calculation of the
normalised altitude.

Figure S21: Same as Fig. S20 but for 4 June.

Figure S22: Same as Fig. S20 but for 5 June.
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Figure S23: Same as Fig. S19 but for 17 June.

Figure S24: Same as Fig. S19 but for 18 June.
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S4 Particle size distributions measured during vertical profiles

Figure S25: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent altitudes (Z) measured during
cloud sampling on 27 May. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions that are averaged
over two height bins, where Z is the bin mean height in meter. The vertical error bars represent
the statistical uncertainty. Note that PHIPS and SID-3 aspherical particles were excluded from
analysis of ice concentration, ice e↵ective diameter, IWC and ice extinction coe�cient due to
shattering artefacts.
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Figure S26: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent normalised altitudes (Z) mea-
sured during cloud sampling on 2 June. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions
that are averaged over one normalised altitude bin, where Z is the bin mean normalised altitude.
The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty. Periods with shattering artifacts are
identified in PHIPS aspherical concentrations with grey color and for these periods the ice concen-
tration, ice e↵ective diameter, IWC and ice extinction coe�cient are calculated only using CIP.
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Figure S27: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent normalised altitudes (Z) mea-
sured during cloud sampling on 4 June. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions
that are averaged over one normalised altitude bin, where Z is the bin mean normalised altitude.
The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty. Periods with shattering artifacts are
identified in PHIPS aspherical concentrations with grey color and for these periods the ice concen-
tration, ice e↵ective diameter, IWC and ice extinction coe�cient are calculated only using CIP.
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Figure S28: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent normalised altitudes (Z) mea-
sured during cloud sampling on 5 June. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions
that are averaged over one normalised altitude bin, where Z is the bin mean normalised altitude.
The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty. Periods with shattering artifacts are
identified in PHIPS aspherical concentrations with grey color and for these periods the ice concen-
tration, ice e↵ective diameter, IWC and ice extinction coe�cient are calculated only using CIP.
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Figure S29: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent altitudes (Z) measured during
cloud sampling on 17 June. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions that are averaged
over one height bin, where Z is the bin mean height in meter. The vertical error bars represent
the statistical uncertainty. Periods with shattering artifacts are identified in PHIPS aspherical
concentrations with grey color and for these periods the ice concentration, ice e↵ective diameter,
IWC and ice extinction coe�cient are calculated only using CIP.
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Figure S30: Phase separated particle size distributions for di↵erent altitudes (Z) measured during
cloud sampling on 18 June. Each sub-plot represents the particle size distributions that are averaged
over one height bin, where Z is the bin mean height in meter. The vertical error bars represent
the statistical uncertainty. Periods with shattering artifacts are identified in PHIPS aspherical
concentrations with grey color and for these periods the ice concentration, ice e↵ective diameter,
IWC and ice extinction coe�cient are calculated only using CIP.
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Table S1: Vertical cloud profiles included in the analysis of liquid water path (LWP) and ice water
path (IWP) over di↵erent surfaces. For each profile the cloud top temperature (T), LWP, IWP and
surface are given.

Date Cloud Top T LWP IWP surface
�C gm�2 gm�2

Cold Period

27 May -15.2 40.3 0.9 marginal sea ice

Warm Period

2 June -4.6 82.5 9.5 sea ice
4 June -6.7 57.5 4.1 sea ice
5 June -6.5 48.0 6.8 sea ice
8 June -1.5 59.0 0 open ocean
8 June -6.8 38.5 0.01 sea ice

Normal Period

14 June -3.8 25.6 0.5 sea ice
14 June -3.0 14.5 0.4 sea ice
16 June -8.7 37.6 6.0 sea ice
17 June -5.2 31.4 8.8 sea ice
17 June -5.1 5.5 0.0 sea ice
17 June -2.4 90.1 0.1 open ocean
18 June -3.0 11.8 0.01 sea ice
18 June -3.4 21.5 0.01 sea ice
18 June -5.3 22.7 43.7 open ocean
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